Assessment and augmentation of symptomatic anteromedial or posterolateral bundle tears of the anterior cruciate ligament.
The anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) consists of 2 anatomic and functional bundles, the anteromedial (AM) and posterolateral (PL) bundle. Depending on the mechanism of injury, there are different injury patterns to the AM and PL bundles, demonstrating a wide spectrum of partial ACL tears. Clinical interest has recently focused on establishing pre- and intraoperative ways of assessing the different types of symptomatic partial ACL injuries in order to perform an individual ACL augmentation according to the specific injury pattern. Theoretically, sparing the intact parts of the ACL may increase vascularization and proprioception, may optimize the accuracy of the ACL reconstruction, and may result in better stability and improved clinical outcome for the patient. However, an isolated reconstruction of the AM or PL bundle is an advanced arthroscopic procedure that requires a precise pre- and intraoperative diagnostic assessment of the injury pattern, an exact arthroscopic knowledge of the anatomic insertion sites, a careful debridement, and bone tunnel placement while preserving the intact parts of the ACL. This article will present the concept of partial ACL tears and will describe the clinical, radiologic, and arthroscopic assessment and the arthroscopic technique of isolated AM or PL bundle augmentation.